If you could write a story about anything, what would you write about?

Written and Illustrated by Katherine E. Moreno
A long time ago, there was a peaceful town named Saint Louis where a superhero named Math Man lived. Math Man is a superhero that knows a lot about math. But one day a villain named Minus Man came to town.
So, that meant Math Man had to stop him. He was taking ten cars today. Math Man knows how to stop Minus Man. Math Man was putting more buts instead he’s adding too many cars. So, he went to plus girl for help.
He said, "I need help adding. Plus, girl is good at adding. Plus, girl helped Math Man by adding. Plus girl trained Math Man how to take a deep breath and think about what you need to add what you don't. Plus, girl helped Math Man get better at adding."
Minus Man was taking ten cars to build a machine that would take over the world. Math Man and Plus Girl did not know that Minus Man was going to take over the world. So, they wanted to know what Minus Man was going to do with all the cars.
They went to find Minus Man but he was not there. They went to look for Minus Man because Minus Man was the one ticking minus man while Plusy took away the wrong Minus Man. So Minus Man sneaked into Minus Man's lair and distracted him. They got there quickly and worked a plan.